In this paper boundary value problems for periodic analytic functions are discussed. We first introduce definitions of principal part and order at ±∞i for periodic analytic functions through detailed analysis. Then Riemann boundary value problems for periodic analytic functions with finite order at ±∞i are formulated. Based on those, by using the exponential conformal mapping, Riemann boundary value problems for periodic sectionally holomorphic functions with periodic closed and periodic quasi-closed contours as their jump curves are solved. The method that we use here has computational advantages compared with the tangent mapping one used in solving the classical problems. Several types of Hilbert boundary value problems on the real axis and the circumferences for periodic analytic functions are also solved.
Introduction
The theory of boundary value problems for analytic functions is an important branch of complex analysis. It has ample applications due to the fact that many practical problems in mechanics, physics, and engineering may be converted to boundary value problems or singular integral equations [-] . Boundary value problems for analytic functions have been systematically investigated in the related literature (see, for instance, [-] ). In the monograph [] Lu first introduced the so-called periodic Riemann boundary value problems (PR problems) and periodic Hilbert boundary value problems (PH problems) motivated from the periodic problems in plane elasticity. More general formulations of such problems are for automorphic functions which were first studied by Gakhov and Chibrikova [, ] . From the practical point of view, the periodic boundary value problems are considerably important. In particular, by using the solutions and methods for PR problems and PH problems one can effectively solve a number of periodic problems in plane elasticity [-] .
In [] , Lu mainly discussed PR problems with periodic closed contour as the jump curve and PH problems on the real axis for bounded solutions. He transferred periodic boundary value problems to standard Riemann boundary problems and Hilbert boundary problems by the tangent conformal mapping. The theme of unbounded solutions at the infinity has not been well addressed, although some results were predicted [] . The predicted results, however, are not accurate, for there is no detailed and rigorous analysis for the behavior of the solutions at the infinity.
In the present paper, we will discuss in depth three different types of problems: (i) the Riemann boundary value problem for periodic sectionally holomorphic functions with periodic closed contour or quasi-closed contour as jump curves; (ii) the Hilbert boundary value problem on the real axis for the periodic holomorphic function in the upper half-plane; and (iii) the Hilbert boundary value problem on periodic circumferences for periodic holomorphic functions in the disks, being the interior regions of a set of periodic circumferences. In the next section, we shall introduce definitions of the principal part and order at the infinity for periodic holomorphic functions by using the exponential conformal mapping. Then Riemann boundary value problems for periodic holomorphic functions with finite orders at ±∞i are presented in Section . We transfer the PR problem to a standard Riemann boundary value problem by the exponential conformal mapping, and the solution formula and a set of conditions for the solvability are obtained. In Section , the periodic Hilbert boundary value problem on the real axis and on periodic circumferences are discussed, respectively, in two ways. The first is the so-called reflex extension and the second is the so-called regular factor method.
Periodic Riemann boundary value problems and periodic Hilbert boundary value problems have applications to global asymptotic analysis for orthogonal polynomials on the real axis. To keep the present paper within a reasonable bound the application aspect will be postponed to a forthcoming paper.
Order of periodic analytic functions at the infinity
is a set of smooth closed contours, non-intersecting to each other, with the same shape and size, arranged horizontally with period aπ (a > ) and oriented counter-clockwise (see A set S is called the periodic set with the period aπ (a > ), if z ± aπ ∈ S for any z ∈ S . So, S -, S + , and L are all periodic sets with the period aπ , where
The PR problem is formulated as follows (see [] ): Find a periodic sectionally holomorphic function (z) with L as the jump curve such that
where G and g are given on L with the period aπ , that is,
satisfying the normal type condition
and the Hölder conditions
In general, infinity ∞ should not be an isolated singular point of the solution of the PR problem (if any). In relation to this, its principal part and order at infinity ∞ are not well defined in the classical sense. Let C be the complex plane, and, for z ∈ C, x = Re z, and y = Im z. For any h ∈ R, we call the sets
neighborhoods of +∞i and -∞i, respectively. The exponential conformal mapping
maps, respectively, the upper strip region and the lower strip region
into the interior and exterior of the circle {w : |w| = e -h/a }, maps the infinity accumulation point z = +∞i of N + h and the infinity accumulation point z = -∞i of N -h to w =  and w = ∞, and maps the straight lines Re z = -aπ/ and Re z = aπ/ into the upper and lower bank of the cut (-∞, ).
Let
+ (z) be a holomorphic function with the period aπ on the neighborhood of +∞i,
is well defined and analytic by the Painlevé theorem, where the logarithm function ln w is the principal branch in the complex plane cutting along (-∞, ], i.e.,
which is the inverse mapping of the restriction of the exponential mapping (.) on the strip region S  = {z : Im z > , -π ≤ Re z < π}. Thus, + * has a Laurent expansion, then we know easily that there is also the unique expansion in the series form for + [, ] , that is,
where
If the expansion in (.) is
then we say that + has the pole of order m at z = +∞i, or simply, order m, denoted as eOrd[ + ](+∞i) = m, which is just equivalent to that its associated function + * has the pole of order m at w =  denoted as Ord[
We agree that the pole of order m is just the zero point of order -m. Thus, we has
is a holomorphic function with the period aπ on the neighborhood of -∞i, denoted by -∈ A -aπ , similarly, it also has the unique expansion in the series form
(.)
In particular, if
we say that -has the pole of order m at z = -∞i, denoted as eOrd
is just equivalent to that its associated function
where the mapping (.) has the pole of order m at w = ∞, denoted as Ord[
Periodic Riemann boundary value problems
In the section, we give the formulation and transformation of periodic Riemann boundary value problems. Then both the expression of the solution and the condition of solvability are obtained in closed form.
Formulation of the problem
In PR problem (.), if is required to have at most order n at +∞i and order m at most at -∞i, then the problem is denoted by PR m,n . PR m,n problem: Find a periodic sectionally holomorphic function (z) with L as the jump curve such that
where G and g are defined on L satisfying (.), (.), and (.). L is the periodic closed contour given in the last section. In addition, L can also be the periodic quasi-closed contour given below. (see Figure ) . The particular case
)aπ] is worth paying attention to, for in that case L reduces to the real axis.
Transformation of the problem
Let L be a periodic closed contour or a periodic quasi-closed contour. The following discussions and even all the results for the two cases are essentially the same. For example, under the mapping (.), the image of L  on the w-plane, denoted by , is a smooth closed contour surrounding w  . divides the w-plane into the interior region + and the exterior region -(see Figure  and Figure  ), which are, respectively, the images of the strip
In the sequel, for simplicity, we will take
For example, L can be the real axis. Of course, we may always take  ∈ + by a translation transform.
As before, we easily see that, if (z) is a periodic sectionally holomorphic function with L being the jump curve, then, under the mapping (.) or (.), its associated function,
is a sectionally holomorphic function, where is the jump curve and
Therefore, * is the solution of the following boundary value problem. R * m,n problem: Find a sectionally meromorphic function * (w) having possible pole point at w = , with as the jump curve, such that
with the mapping (.). Obviously,
It is easy to prove that
is the solution of PR m,n problem (.). In fact, it is obvious that the above is a periodic sectionally holomorphic function whose jump curve is L such that (.), (.), and (.) hold. It is easy to verify that given by (.) is the solution of PR m,n problem (.).
We summarize the above discussion as follows.
Then we transfer the R * m,n problem to the following Riemann boundary value problem. R m+n problem: Find a sectionally holomorphic function (w), with as the jump curve, such that
This is a classical Riemann boundary value problem [, ]. 
Lemma . Under the relationships (.) and (.), R * m,n problem (.) is equivalent to R m+n problem (.). More specifically, if

Solution of problem
We call
R m+n problem (.) is an ordinary Riemann boundary value problem. From [, ], we know that, when m + n + κ ≥ -, the general solution of R m+n problem (.) is
where P r is an arbitrary polynomial of degree not greater than r (P r ≡  if r < ), denoted as P r ∈ r . The canonical function
where w  is given by (.),
with an arbitrary complex constant C and an arbitrary branch of the logarithm, and
When m + n + κ < -, R m+n problem (.) has the unique solution
if and only if the following -(m + n + κ + ) conditions hold:
Remark . in (.) may be rewritten as
is a polynomial of degree not greater than (n -),
is a polynomial of degree not greater than (-n -), which is just the Taylor expansion of order (-n -) of at w = .
Returning to the z-plane, by using Lemma . and Lemma ., we can easily obtain the solutions of PR m,n problem (.), which are divided into three cases.
Case . m + n + κ > -. By (.), (.), and (.), the general solution is
i.e.,
is a trigonometric polynomial of degree not greater than (m + n + κ) with arbitrary complex constants c j , which shows that the general solution of PR m,n problem (.) has the degree of freedom (m + n + κ + ) [-].
More specifically, and are as follows by further calculations:
where we let 
In this case, we also say the solution has the degree of freedom (κ + m + n + ) (it is a negative integer!). Based on the above discussion, we have the following.
where P r is an arbitrary polynomial of degree not greater than r. When m + n + κ = -, it has the unique solution
has the unique solution (.) if and only if (.) holds.
By recalling Remark ., we also have
is a trigonometric polynomial of degree not greater than (n -) (it vanishes while n = ),
is a trigonometric polynomial of degree not greater than (-n -), which is just the Taylor expansion of order (-n -) of (z) at z = -∞i.
Remark . Case  may be divided into two subcases: () when κ + m > - and n ≥ , the polynomial n- may be omitted and merged to T m+n+κ ; () when κ + m ≤ - and n > , the polynomial n- must be divided into two parts, in which the polynomial of degree not greater than (m + n + κ) may be merged into T m+n+κ and the other part is still kept back. In addition, the constant C in (.) may be omitted by merging it to T m+n+κ .
We restate Theorem . as follows. 
where the c j are arbitrary complex constants.
() When κ + m + n ≥  and n < , the general solution of PR m,n problem (.) is
where ≡ , while n = .
() When κ + m + n = - and n < , the unique solution of PR m,n problem (.) is 
are satisfied.
Relative discussions
Let
Then it is easy to see, from (.),
Thus,
where dt by the first equality of (.)
We will discuss three cases. Case . When m + n + κ ≥ , we get
Case . When m + n + κ = -, we get
We note that
To the contrary, we easily see that Noting that, from (.),
is a constant, we may restate Theorem . in another form.
Theorem . When m + n + κ ≥ , the general solution of PR m,n is
where P r is an arbitrary polynomial of degree not greater than r. When m + n + κ = -, it has the unique solution hold.
Now, we immediately see that Theorem . generalizes some previous results. The method used here is more straightforward than that used to obtain the previous results. 
Periodic Hilbert boundary value problems
In this section, we discuss the periodic Hilbert boundary value problems (PH problems). We expect to obtain concrete expressions for their solutions as well as the conditions of solvability. Two kinds of PH problems are to solved in detail, which are, respectively, the PH problem on the circumferences and the PH problem on the real axis. The two kinds of PH problems are also of special importance in practice. 
PH problem on the real axis
Re{[a(t) + ib(t)]
where the input functions a(t), b(t), c(t) are periodic real-valued functions with period aπ on the X -axis and a, b, c ∈ H(X ), and
In [], Lu discussed the PH  problem. He transferred PH  to an ordinary Hilbert boundary value problem in the upper half w-plane by using the tangent type conformal mapping (.), which seems to be a bit complicated. So we prefer to transform directly a PH  problem into a PR n,n problem by using the reflection method based on the principle of the so-called symmetric extension [] . For the sake of convenience, it is necessary to recall here some basic processes of the reflection method [, ].
For a function (z) in Z + , we define a function in Z -by
which is called the accompanying function of . Then
is called symmetric extension or symmetric function of . Similarly, if the original function (z) is defined in Z -, then its accompanying function
Moreover, we have
is called the reflective function of . Obviously, by (.)
then we say that is a self-reflection function. Obviously, by (.),
is a self-reflection function, which is called the self-reflection function of . For the sake of convenience, we call the above steps from to R[E[ ]] the self-reflex action of .
Now it is easy to see that, if is a periodic holomorphic function in the upper half-plane Z + and continuous on Z + , with period aπ , then (z) is a periodic holomorphic function in the lower half-plane Z -and continuous on Z -(Z -∪ X ), with period aπ , and
In brief, if is the solution of PH n problem (.), then, noting that all input functions a, b, c are real-valued, both its symmetric extension E[ ] given by (.) and its reflection function (E[ ]) † given by (.) are the solution of the following PR n,n problem:
given by (.). Thus, we have the following lemma, that is, the symmetric extension principle.
Lemma . The general solution of PH n problem (.) should be
where ∇ is the solution of the PR n,n problem (.).
which is an even number.
When n + ≥ , from (.) and (.), the general solution of the PR n,n problem (.) is
with (n + κ + ) free constants c j ,
is a real-valued function. Noting (.), we have 
is a trigonometric polynomial of degree not greater than (n + ) with (n + ) +  arbitrary real coefficients a j and b j , denoted by T (n+ ) ∈ H T (n+ ) . When n + ≤ -, from Theorem ., the unique solution of PR n,n problem (.) is
if and only if the -(n +  + ) conditions
are fulfilled. Now we find the solution of PH n problem (.) by the self-reflex action. From (.), we Thus, by Lemma ., the unique solution of PH n problem (.) is
Then, from (.) and (.), we have
which is equivalent to the real form 
PH problem on the circumferences
We use the regularization method to solve the PH problem on the circumferences. In fact, both the reflection method and the regularization method are effective for both the PH problem on the real axis and the PH problem on the circumference. Let L j = {z, |z -jaπ| = r} be the circumferences and S 
The simplest PH problem is Schwarz problem, i.e., a(t) + ib(t) = . We have the following classical result for its localization problem.
Lemma . [] Schwarz problem
has the unique solution
which is denoted simply by (z) = S[c](z).
If R(t) is a positive function defined on ∂D such that
is the positive boundary value of certain function X, analytic in D \ {} with the zero of order κ at the origin and X(z) =  when z ∈ D \ {} and X + (t) =  when t ∈ ∂D, then we call, respectively, R and X the regularized factor and the canonical function of PH problem (.). There exist surely such a regularized factor and a canonical function of PH problem (.). For example, taking
Then, by the Plemelj formula, we have
So, R and X are just a regularized factor and a canonical function of PH problem (.).
Remark . The integral in the second equality of (.) is understood as the principal value integral with Hilbert kernel and at θ = ±π as
when f is Hölder-continuous function with period π (see [] ).
Let 
where R is the regularized factor given in (.). We solve S κ problem by two steps.
Step . We consider the following homogeneous problem of (.):
Suppose the principal part of ϕ at the origin z =  is Step . When κ ≥ , it is obvious that
is a special solution of S κ problem (.). When κ < , S κ problem is obviously a Schwarz problem (.). So, its solution must be ( where 
